
Crawling into a Bouncy House takes personal strength and a loss of decorum.  

The house only takes 15 minutes to erect. Then this beauty stands tall, in the back yard, 

awaiting ten pares of feet to tickle her puffy pink flooring. 

The Fairy Garden Bouncing House does not have long to wait. “Take of your shoes and socks,” 

came the instruction from the mom of the birthday girl, “and then five birthday guests can 

climb inside the house at a time.” Taking turns for third graders is second nature. Shoes and 

socks are strewn around the covered patio. Five other fidgety birthday friends await their turn.  

Parents of the birthday girl’s friends wrap in quilts, blankets, and beach towels while watching a 

bouncers’ head periodically show through pretend windows. Mother nature adds more rain 

and a slight wind to the birthday party Bouncy House fun.  

Three hours of dripping rain, wet feet, soggy towel party goers gather up shoes and socks, 

damp coats as chilled parents say thank you and goodbye as they headed out the bouncy house 

doorway and the normal home door to waiting cars.  Cake and ice cream become a distant 

memory. Bouncy memories reflect in exuberant chatter. 

The Bouncy House doorway remains open, though awaiting family members to arrive and take 

a turn inside her wet shelter. “Who wants to go in the Bouncy House with me?” asks the mom 

of the birthday girl. “Not me,” replies the now 9-year-old daughter who has had enough ups 

and downs. 

The rain falls as the enthusiasm drops. No takers for the now cold and wet Bouncy House.  

And then there comes a small voice from inside the warm Livingroom. “I will,” says the 

grandmother. She has never been inside a Fairy Garden Bouncy House and decides that this is a 

fairly once in a lifetime opportunity. “Great,” comes the reply. “Let’s go.” 

The Bouncy House stands waiting for her next victims…er guests.  “Take off your shoes and 

socks,” comes the instructions. “We have to go inside with bare feet,” she adds. Shoes and 

socks are again strewn around the patio. The concrete is hard and cold to the feet. The grass is 

wet and clammy. We dash to the entrance. The house, with her noisy air compression motor, 

beckons. “Climb up, Mom,” says the daughter. “I can help you.”  

The grandmother of the birthday girl climbs up onto the billowed entrance leading to the 

doorway. There is nothing to take hold up to grab and pull. “Push me,” says the elder. 

“Hummm,” comes the reply. The daughter thinks, “where should I push? Somehow, they 

manage and each of them are alone together inside the tired Fairy Bouncy House. Sopping wet 

beach towels soak up the rainwater dripping from the now heavy rainwater ceiling. The seams 

are stretching.  

“I love this,” says the daughter as she dance bounces around the confines of the house. “This is 

my favorite thing to do since I was five-years-old when we went to the County Fair.” She is 

bouncing and dancing with arms outstretched. Grandma is still on her knees bouncing along.  



When asked if she wanted help to stand and bounce the grandma decides bouncing on knees is 

more “grounding” for her. However, falling in a bouncy house couldn’t be too damaging to the 

body.  

 As The 45-year-old daughter and her 75-year-old mom bounce in their on way the Fairy Garden 

House smiles. If only Bouncy Fairy Houses could talk.  
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